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16

Bionic Pigeon Wing on the Roadside

There’s this single wing synthesis, just one part left 
from the bionic pigeon. The curb is thick with road dust 
and titanium bones retain their shape. Red wires 

spit sparks to signal It’s over. And maybe the rest 
of the fleshmachine is in the scrap heap, molted and sold 
per pound. Maybe the automaton flies in circles with just

one wing, searching, programmed for searching, a lost 
piece of self. Or maybe each part has found its way. Brain 
of silicon in a coder’s trophy case. Heart of palladium 

and tantalum among the taxidermist’s shelves. The cryolite 
eyes become playground marbles in games of keepsies 
where the runts learn to gamble. Maybe the other wing, 

also broke from body, is halfway up the road, carried 
a klick in the gutterwind the 191 makes. Or this: the second 
wing sleeps in a street sweeper’s belly. For now, we have 

one wing levitating in pulses of traffic’s breath. We can’t find 
the rest of it. But it could only go so far without closed 
loops of the intact machine. These blood-and-guts birds 

have no mystery. They die in heaps at clean glass windows. 
They evolve pygostyles when tails impede flight. Lop off 
that parson’s nose of cooked birds. Our birds learn tool use 

and puzzles. Their feathers drop from high-voltage lines, 
free from forged deaths our created wings cling to. Don’t look, 
we say –  then look. Recoil at their mess. Bionic pigeons spare 

us roadkill. They leave us nothing. We are left searching for 
a lost piece. And maybe a crow perches on a doorknob, picks 
a lock with an artificial ulna. Cracks the door and drops the key.
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17

Sunrise with Sea Monsters

You’ll love my children more than I do.
I will brag about a sapphire dug

from the sandbox. You’ll think I’m
hungover. Gin. I am, and I’ll have kid shit

in my fingernails. A night swigging art 
is a hulk eschewing the shore, but the 

swimmer is poor, sighs then sinks.

∙ ∙ 

Dumb tentacle slaps the single parent:
a detriment . . .  only two eyes watch . . .  

Compare it to a pirate lost in a gulf. 
Half ♂ vs. a four-eyed leviathan.

Compare it to the one-armed ♀
juggling her bully boys. Go on. Pump out 

new cowards who fear the stone they turn to.

∙ ∙ 

You’ll hate this. Fires blind the

coastal fabric stitches. DNA and dental 
records are ash. I sketch my dad strong 

with Poseidon’s head: ψ.
Drag phobias to the water column’s 

lowest part. Here is where a 
sea god bobs, a body mishmash birthed.
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Obituary for Old Moon

Old Moon withdrew from orbit. Only Greek gods, long deserted, 
could’ve built a useful tether.

Old Moon beelined for Mars, left it be and bonked around the asteroid belt. 
She saw Ceres and Vesta, Hygeia, Pallas . . .  then disappeared among 

Jupiter’s spheres where it wasn’t the only one called moon. 

Telescopes got over it. Earth eyes grew bored with night perpetually in 
no moon.

Artificial Moon® was launched, a proprietary formula duplicated Old Moon. 
A.M.’s engineers were new lunatics. 

W	 Love song lyrics were rewired. 
W	 E.T. was yanked from the Library of Congress. 
W	 Armstrong and Aldrin were wiped from the lexicon. 

Our wallowing in the abandonment ceased in a single cycle.

There was once mystery in the sky, a rock lit white by Old Sun. 

We saw it all, then stopped looking. 

Our symbolism watched us while we slept. 

Old Moon watched us leave her long ago.
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Flatbed of a Dozen Pigs

That flatbed was late for delivery, and the pavement died at the shoulder. 

We were torpid on the parquet floor as though we’d rained from the ceiling.

A room of people I wanted to love forever brought rum and weed. 

We were full on ham too sweet and briny with booze and mustard. 

The twelfth suckling was wedged in the wooden slats of the flatbed and lived. 

She was walked from the scene, slow on a leash to the slaughterhouse.

We all watched Paint Your Wagon –  I rubbed feta cheese on a honey-baked ham.

We all wanted a little more salt and sugar or rum and coke and time.

I haven’t eaten pork since an orphan Easter about that week when a pope died.

The brakes locked, and the truck flipped ass over nose to the moon.

Eleven Berkshire sucklings took air, and gravity called them back to Earth.
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43

the little punks have         faith 
             fear
             the fire
          a staggering amount of

   grievance      they drink

paperwork.
             those brains were 
mush.

               it is obvious 
                   the 
little punks         shatter

      the little punks. 

        were children
         little punk?
       little punk
            no one
     counts. 
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58

β	Bracatus Majoris: Arbor

The Super Duper gives no guffs for our sacred

Yggdrasils or gizmos. Our land was just a zone where ancient

carrot fields were engineered to cemetery ash in the

Super Duper’s wake. A bullpen of reverends volunteered to

lead us to a tamer coded hell. Stocked the place with

hymns and sex robots. Dad volunteered to go, tricked

mom right down in that hole. When sunset hit, both mom

and machines peaced up to save the planet. Look back, 

Dad begged, as if to write himself Eurydice-knows-best. 

Some nights, moonlight roughcasts new neural networks 

on our catacombs and walks of fame. Stay above the horizon, 

where the diabolists now face our unknown guest. 

There is no rest, no visitation, no sign, no signal. 

Point up, not down. Invent new answers. Now pitch.
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Head Three (Oceans)

Head Three drinks oceans, ransacks our secret formula: NaCl + H20.
Head Three catches the drift of our slang. 
Your view from the moon is gonzo . . .  l8r NASA, baby.

 

Ebb and flow is obsolete. 
Ten-Headed Alien needs no words for the scars it leaves. 
No fangs, no talons and no good docs on our rock. 
The world’s out-consumed, a wormhole back to its own orifice, like a 

human centipede stitched solo. 
Our data snitched that you were fun, friends. Come play, homeboys.

Strong meat is always guzzled first. 
Our promises and plans fuck us.
A senator with a B.Sc. (Zoology) says, 

Poison the oceans: reinvent acid rain. 
Choke Head Three by filling oceans with batteries, old cellular silicon.

In our back pocket, we plot to live sans salt water. 
We’re coolio to constant thirst. 
We’re coolio without your NaCl + H20, but do it most def anyway, dude.

Islands pop up in appropriated costumes of opportunity. 
Shore borders blur the sand where vacation babies crawled. 
A raft is no salvation. 
A rocket is no salvation.
We’ll race Atlantic in search of Promised Land. 
Head Three made a desert out of Margaritaville.
We have a new def of marooned with vistas of Utopia, where oceans once 

soothed or stung our anus so we felt that we bled there. 
Our language is worthless, organic, plastic, lonely. 
Now I see treasures, trash and bodies at the bottom of No More Ocean. 
Your anatomies = juice.
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60

Our anatomy was juice. 
Crisis appeared in soft breeze, tsunamis are earthquake-common. 
Last words litter the beach.
Love letters clog the Mariana Trench and choke the vents.
What does lonely =, homeboy?

We’ll survive without oceans. 
We can cope with lakes and all the words for loss. 
Picture the globe without blue. 
The first map was a brown map: Pangaea throwback. 
Maybe I could hide in the sky.
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75

ο	Bracatus Majoris: Perturbatio

And we can program a constellation of anything, now.

The hunt’s journey dissolved from our groupthink,

and vanished in the fifth wave’s distance. That story of the

clergy in graveyards can be locked up in a book, or bastardized 

in a drunk retelling –  old plagues help us pipe out the rats. 

Binary is the best of a people’s epidemics. Software translates nouns,

erases contexts. Truths and stars die in dense double suicides,

climaxes so antediluvian that no one stands to witness the Thunderbird

drive into the canyon. We can craft a ray gun from a cipher and a bad idea. 

We made atom bombs from notions. Our booby traps are principle-based. 

Pooh-pooh old quests, that slow race to the moon. Those bodies hang 

over us for less than half a day. No biggie. They shuffle off.

Our reverence is sylphlike. We cobbled folklore from 

the whole shebang. We’re hotshots at them-there myths.
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